Abstract. In this paper, our aim is to investigate the limits of semantic plurality; we ask whether semantic plurality constrained by morphosyntactic plurality, and if so, how. In order to shed light on these questions, we focus on two empirical domains of inquiry in which we find superficial mismatches between semantic and morphosyntactic plurality: (i) group nouns and agreement in British vs. English, and (ii) semantically plural embedded interrogatives. Based on our findings, we argue for a new, negative licensing condition on the insertion of the * and * * operators. Keywords. semantics; morphosyntax; questions; plurality; distributivity; cumulativity; number 1. Overview. In §2, we provide background on the system assumed here for analyzing semantic plurality, which builds largely on work by Winter (2001) . In §3, we introduce two logically distinct routes to distributive inferences with plural subjects: phrasal distributivity and lexical distributivity, and summarize arguments that different routes must be made available by the grammar, building on de Vries (2015). In §4 we move towards a unified picture of plurality effects by arguing for the availability of phrasal cumulativity and lexical cumulativity, subject to the same constraints. In §5 we turn to questions and discuss how plurality manifests itself in that domain with respect to distributive and cumulative inferences. We conclude that semantic plurality is domain general in that we observe phrasal distributivity and cumulativity with plural interrogatives, and, syntactically constrained, in that since phrasal distributivity and cumulativity seem to be parasitic on morphosyntactic plurality.
1. Overview. In §2, we provide background on the system assumed here for analyzing semantic plurality, which builds largely on work by Winter (2001) . In §3, we introduce two logically distinct routes to distributive inferences with plural subjects: phrasal distributivity and lexical distributivity, and summarize arguments that different routes must be made available by the grammar, building on de Vries (2015) . In §4 we move towards a unified picture of plurality effects by arguing for the availability of phrasal cumulativity and lexical cumulativity, subject to the same constraints. In §5 we turn to questions and discuss how plurality manifests itself in that domain with respect to distributive and cumulative inferences. We conclude that semantic plurality is domain general in that we observe phrasal distributivity and cumulativity with plural interrogatives, and, syntactically constrained, in that since phrasal distributivity and cumulativity seem to be parasitic on morphosyntactic plurality.
Background.
Pluralization In the (substantial) existing literature on semantic plurality, there is a general split according to whether pluralities are modelled as sets (see, e.g., Schwarzschild 1996; Winter 2001; Champollion 2015; de Vries 2015, etc.) or i-sums (Link 1983; Landman 1996 and much subsequent work). In this work, we adopt the former view. Despite the fact that the two approaches are to a large extent isomorphic 1 , adopting the view of pluralities as sets will allow us to give an account of the domain generality of semantic plurality by invoking set-theoretic operations. We therefore take singular NPs to denote sets of atomic individuals, and plural NPs to denote sets of sets of atomic individuals, i.e., a set of pluralities, as illustrated in (1) and (2) (2015), we take the plural morpheme PL to introduce the * -operator. * is defined as an operator which takes a set, and returns its powerset minus the empty set, as in (3). Note that we assume a type-flexible denotation for * .
(3) Predicate Pluralization (after de Vries 2015, ex. 2, pp. 10) * P σ,t := ℘ (P ) − ∅ for any type σ Applied to our denotation for singular poet in (1), the * -operator returns the desired denotation for poets, i.e., the one give in (2).
(4) poets = * ( poet )
In order to account for the interpretation of singular definite descriptions as atomic individuals and plural definite descriptions as pluralities we can define a generalized definite article THE as in (5).
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(5) Generalized definite article (after de Vries 2015, ex. 4, pp. 12) THE σt,σ (P σt ) := MAX(P ) for any type σ
For the purposes of this work, we take DP conjunction to be interpreted as set union, as in (6), in order to account for the interpretation of conjoined DPs as pluralities, (7c).
(6)
[ andP DP 1 [ and' and DP 2 ]] = DP 1 ∪ DP 2 (7) a. the boys = {Abed, Troy, Jeff} b.
the girls = {Annie, Shirley, Britta} c.
the girls and the boys = the girls ∪ the boys = {Abed, Troy, Jeff, Annie, Shirley, Britta}
In order to deal with coordinated singular DPs, we assume that the coordinands must first be typelifted into singleton sets via Partee's (1986) IDENT type-shifter, (8), delivering (9).
(8) IDENT(α) Rilke [ and' and Yeats ] 
Collective predicates Note that in the framework assumed here, there is a type distinction between singular and plural DPs: singular DPs are of type e, whereas plural DPs are of e, t . We can marshal this distinction in order to account for the selectional restrictions of collective predicates such as to gather in a straightforward way (following Winter 2001) . We assume that collective predicates require set-denoting arguments, as captured in the lexical entry in (10):
A collective predicate such as gather will thus straightforwardly compose with a plural DP such as the girls, (11a), but when it composes with a singular DP such as Annie, (11b), it will give rise to a type mismatch, delivering the incompatibility of individual-denoting nouns and collective predicates.
(11) a. 1 iff {Annie, Britta, Shirley} ∈ gather {Annie, Britta, Shirley} the girls λX ∈ D e,t . X ∈ gather gathered b.
Annie Annie λX ∈ D e,t . X ∈ gather gathered Distributive predicates We assume that distributive predicates, such as to sneeze, denote (the characteristic function of) a set of atomic individuals, as in (12).
Distributive predicates are notable in that they license distributive inferences with a semantically plural argument. For example, (13) entails that each of the poets x is such that x sneezed.
(13) The poets sneezed.
Distributive inferences do not follow from the system assumed here without a small modification; since plural DPs are of type e, t , and distributive predicates are also of type e, t , a plural DP cannot compose with a distributive predicate directly, assuming that predicates and their arguments must compose via Heim & Kratzer's (1998) rule of FUNCTIONAL APPLICATION (FA). We can resolve this by type-lifting the VP using the * -operator (parallel to the widely assumed predicate distributivity operator), which, the reader may recall, is the same operator used to introduce plural morphology in the nominal domain. We illustrate how this works in (14) (abstracting away from the internal composition of the plural definite).
1 iff {Rilke, Yeats, Elliot} ∈ ℘(sneezed) − ∅ {Rilke, Yeats, Elliot} the poets
Note that (13) will only be true, according to the analysis outlined above, if the powerset includes the plurality denoted by the subject. However, by virtue of how power sets work, as soon as that holds, each atomic individual in the extension of the poets will also have to be in the extension of sneezed, hence the distributive inference. In this section we showed how distributive inferences can be modeled straightforwardly by allowing plural VPs to compose with the * -operator. In the next section we turn to an alternative account of distributive inferences, and arguments that the * -operator must be necessary.
Deriving distributivity.
Lexical distributivity Invoking the * -operator is not the only way to account for distributive inferences with plurals within the framework assumed here. Scha (1981) suggests that, rather than involving an LF operator, distributive inferences arise due to the lexical semantics of distributive predicates. We can cash out Scha's view in the system assumed here by taking both collective and distributive predicates to be of type e, t , t and building the distributive inference into the lexical semantics of the predicate itself. 5, 6 (15) Scha-style entry for a distributive predicate to sneeze = λX ∈ D e,t :
On the face of it, the Scha-style entry in (15) and the standard entry in tandem with the * -operator seem to make identical predictions. Winter (2001) , however, argues that one can tease them apart, and once one does, it becomes clear that the * -operator is necessary. We turn to this next.
Winter's (2001) argument for phrasal distributivity Scha's lexical theory of distributivity does not predict scopal interaction with other operators, whereas the * -operator approach potentially does. Consider the example below:
(16) The boys are singing or dancing.
Scha's approach predicts that (16) is true iff all of the boys are dancing, or all of the boys are singing. However, (16) is also true if only some boys are singing as long as all of the others are dancing. This second reading can only be captured if we allow the * -operator to take scope above the disjunction, as in (17), an option not available under a Scha-style analysis of distributivity. 5 On this view, we must invoke type-lifting in the other direction to account for the composition of singular DPs with distributive predicates. Once again, we can simply invoke Partee's IDENT type-shifter, in order to shift the atomic individual denoted by a singular DP subject to a singleton set.
6 On the Scha-style analysis, we assume that distributive predicates also carry an existential presupposition. Otherwise, the truth conditions predicted would be too weak. Any non-referring singular DP would be predicted to be true of a distributive predicate.
(18) illustrates that keeping the * -operator at the predicate level, i.e., not scoping it above the disjunction, will derive falsity in a mixed scenario like the one above. Note that this approach approximates Scha's approach which lexically encodes distributivity. Therefore we refer to the application of the * -operator to a terminal node as lexical distributivity, (18), and application of * to a non-terminal node as phrasal distributivity, (17).
(18) {Abed, Troy, Jeff} ∈ {{Abed} , {Troy} , {Jeff} , {Troy, Jeff}} {Abed, Troy, Jeff} the boys {{Abed} , {Troy} , {Jeff} , {Troy, Jeff}} {{Abed}} * singing or {{Troy} , {Jeff} , {Troy, Jeff}} * dancing
In the next section we introduce de Vries's (2015) argument that both phrasal and lexical distributivity must be made available by the grammar.
Number agreement in British vs. American English In British but not American English, singular subjects headed by group nouns such as team and committee can trigger plural agreement on the predicate. 7 de Vries (2015) noticed that the choice in singular/plural morphology dictates which of two possible readings is/are available. These facts are illustrated by the minimal pair in (19). , we assume that they are (or at least, have a reading according to which they are) semantically plural (Munn 1999; Elbourne 1999; Pearson 2011) . In other words, we take the plural definite the team to denote the maximal set of team members (cf. Barker 1992) .
8 Agreement in British English with group nouns has other semantic consequences, such as bleeding the inverse scope reading in examples such as the following (Sauerland & Elbourne 2002, ex. 30, pp. 293) (i) a. A Northern team is likely to be in the final. ∃ > likely; likely > ∃ b.
A Northern team are likely to be in the final. ∃ > likely; likely > ∃ It's worth mentioning at this point that lexical distributivity is nonetheless still necessary in order to account for the availability of distributive inferences with singular agreement elsewhere, specifically for cases involving a group noun and a distributive predicate, such as (21b).
(21) a. The committee is convening at 9am.
∀x[x ∈ the committee → x ∈ convening at 9am ] b. The committee is tired.
∀x[x ∈ the committee → x ∈ tired ]
We therefore assume that a distributive predicate such as to be tired is fundamentally a predicate ranging over individuals, of type e, t . The predicate itself may optionally be type-lifted via * to a predicate ranging over pluralities of type e, t , t . Observe that lexical distributivity cannot be dependent on morphosyntactic plurality, as illustrated by the availability of distributive inferences in (21). Phrasal distributivity, on the other hand, must be dependent on morphosyntactic plurality, as illustrated by the unavailability of the mixed reading in (19a).
4. Lexical vs. phrasal cumulativity. In this section, we suggest that a similar argument can be made for the existence of both lexical and phrasal cumulativity on the basis of number agreement with group nouns in British English. The standard theory of cumulative readings (see, e.g., Beck & Sauerland 2000) involves a * * -operator, which pluralizes a relation R of type σ, ιt , for any types σ, ι.
The same argument as in the case of mixed readings with distributive predicates can be made for cumulative readings. Specifically, the * * -operator is necessary in order to account for the fact that (23) is true in a mixed scenario, namely when some of the boys are hugging some of the girls and the other boys are kissing the other girls. Skipping the details of the analysis, it can be shown that only by having the * * -operator scope above the disjunction can we derive this reading.
(23) The boys are hugging or kissing the girls.
As before, we see morphosyntactic plurality playing a role. Only the plural version, (24b), is acceptable in a scenario where some members of the winning team are kissing some members of the losing team, and the other winners are hugging the remaining losers.
(24) a. The winning team is kissing or hugging the losing team. b. The winning team are kissing or hugging the losing team.
Lastly, it's worth noting that lexical cumulativity is also necessary for, e.g., cases like (25), where the members of the subject and object group nouns are distributed over.
(25) The winning team is kissing the losing team.
We will henceforth use plurality inferences as a cover term for both distributive inferences and cumulative inferences. In the previous sections, we suggested that two distinct operations are necessary in order to derive the distribution of plurality inferences. Lexical plurality is necessary in order to account for plurality inferences in the absence of morphosyntactic plurality. Phrasal plurality must also be available, but, we argued, it is contingent on the presence of morphosyn-tactic plurality. 9 Since plurality inferences are accounted for via the application of type-flexible operators, defined as abstract set-theoretic operations, we do not necessarily expect plurality to be limited to the nominal domain; in fact, we predict plurality effects to be domain general, in the sense that anything set-denoting is a potential candidate for a semantic plurality. In the next section, we look at plurality inferences outside the nominal domain -specifically, in the domain of embedded interrogatives.
Plural questions.
Background on the semantics of questions There are a number of different approaches to the semantics of questions in the literature, but one of the most prevalent is that proposed by Hamblin (1973) and later developed by Karttunen (1977) : questions denote sets of answers. Here we adopt Hamblin's theory according to which constituent questions denote sets of possible answers, where answers are modelled as propositions (i.e., sets of possible worlds).
(26)
Which boy left?
Following recent work by Fox (2012) , Nicolae (2013) and Kotek (2014) , we assume that multiple questions denote pluralities of questions. 11 The aforementioned authors do not refer to the meaning of a multiple question explicitly as a plurality, and our use of the term here is not intended to be innocent. We will argue that multiple questions are semantically plural in the same way morphosyntactically plural NPs are (here we follow Beck & Sharvit 2002) . (27) Which boy admires which girl?
It is possible to provide a recursive definition of pluralization that encompasses both * and * * . We therefore speculate that * and * * are manifestations of the same abstract operation. We sketch an recursive definition for the pluralization operator P below. We leave a detailed formal treatment to future work.
set of tuples
Distributivity and cumulativity in questions We observe that embedded multiple questions give rise to cumulative readings with a plural subject, as shown by the interpretation of (28).
(28) The three detectives have found out or are investigating which gang controls which estate.
for each detective, there is a sub-question that he has either found out the answer to, or is still investigating, and for each sub-question, there is a detective who has either found out the answer to it, or is still investigating it.
This phrasal cumulative reading is derived by having the * * -operator scope over the disjunction, as illustrated by the LF in (29). We provide a sample derivation illustrating how this account predicts the acceptability of the sentence in the mixed scenario in (30). (29) 
found out or are investigating
< the three detectives , which gang controls which estate? >∈ (30f)
Phrasal distributivity, on the other hand, is not as readily available with embedded questions, as evidenced by the example in (31). Note that here we use scopal interaction with the quantificational DP at least two factors as a diagnostic for phrasal distributivity. Furthermore, note that unlike in our examples intended to test for cumulative readings with multiple questions such as (28), in (31) the predicate depends on takes the multiple question as its subject. This is because, as pointed out by de Vries (2015), inverse scope distributive readings are typically difficult to retrieve in English. The * -operator must take scope above the quantificational DP at least two factors in order to derive the putative reading where the two factors co-vary with sub-questions of which boy likes which girl, a reading which we claim is not available in English.
(31) Which girl likes which boy depends on at least two factors.
which boy Annie likes depends on at least two factors, which boy Britta likes depends on at least two factors, etc.
In order to account for this apparent discrepancy, we propose the following negative licensing condition on the insertion of the * and * * -operators:
(32) Condition on phrasal plurality ( * / * * )
The * and * * -operators may freely attach to any extended projection unless that projection is morphosyntactically singular.
This negative licensing condition correctly rules out phrasal distributivity with interrogatives in subject position since questions, even when they denote pluralities, do not impose (and in fact resist) plural marking on the verb. Note that this condition does not rule out phrasal cumulativity with interrogatives in object position, (28), since in English objects do not agree with verbs for number.
Predictions and open questions.
There are certain cases where questions do trigger plural agreement. Specifically, in British English coordinated interrogatives may trigger either singular or plural agreement. When the marking is plural, as in (33), phrasal distributivity becomes available, as evidenced by the availability of the interpretation below.
(33) Which boy likes Mary and which boy likes Sue depend(s) on at least 2 factors. which boy likes Mary depends on at least two factors, and which boy likes Sue depends on at least two factors. (only with plural agreement)
In principle, our licensing condition on * / * * rules out phrasal distributivity when the plural interrogative is in the object position, if the VP is singular. This is difficult to test in English since inverse scope distributive readings are generally difficult to retrieve, but a putative test case would be the example in (34). We leave further investigation of this question to future work.
(34) John found out or is still investigating which gang controls which estate.
Similarly, we predict no phrasal cumulativity with interrogatives in subject position, given the singular marking on the verb. We give a putative test case in (35), although we find the judgements to be not so clear. Concretely, we expect (35) to be false in a mixed scenario, where, for example, there are three students s 1 , s 2 and s 3 , and three professors p 1 , p 2 and p 3 , which class s 1 aced is of interest to p 1 which class s 2 aced is irrelevant to p 2 , and which class s 3 aced is irrelevant to p 3 .
(35) Which student aced which class is of interest to or is irrelevant to the three professors.
7. Conclusion. In this short paper, we have attempted to sketch an account of (a) the domain generality of semantic plurality, by adopting a framework wherein distributive and cumulative inferences are captured via type-flexible operators, and (b) the constrainedness of semantic plurality, by arguing that the presence of these operators ( * and * * ) is blocked by morphosyntactic singularity. We have presented evidence for this picture on the basis of group nouns and plural agreement in British English, as well as by investigating the behavior of semantically plural interrogatives. If semantic plurality really is domain general, as we claim, we expect to find plurality effects in other domains as well, such as events, times, etc. We leave a more thorough investigation into the pervasiveness of semantic plurality to future work.
